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From: Information Officer
To: Internet Updates
Subject: FW: Hastings Borough Council Request for Information Ref: 16/597
Date: 18 October 2016 09:33:19


Start of Request for Information


I am writing to you under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 to request the following information
from councils housing department: 


1. What is the total number of households the council is currently providing emergency (B&B /
Guesthouse) accommodation for? - 36


2. How many households requiring emergency (B&B / Guesthouse) accommodation are currently
being provided this accommodation outside of the council's boundaries? - 4


3. For the years, 2010-2016 (to date) what is the total spend by the authority for providing
emergency (B&B / Guesthouse) accommodation?


Year    Total spend     Total spend met by central government (HB)      Total spend met by
Local Authority     
2010/11 169,281.20      78,864.69       58,983.00      
2011/12 148,904.08      72,274.84       62,309.20


       
2012/13 287,026.52      133,523.20      137,515.59     
2013/14 240,051.79      133,011.39      93,125.25      
2014/15 295,920.08      160,131.67      121,745.26     
2015/16 317,302.95      172,570.02      119,105.44


       
2016/17 to date (3/10/16)       240,000.00      130,000.00      93,200.00      


4. Could you please provide a list of companies and individuals that have received payment for
providing emergency (B&B / Guesthouse) accommodation to households so far in 2016?


NOTICE OF REFUSAL


Please note that I consider the information you have requested regarding a list of companies and
individuals that have received payment for providing emergency accommodation to be exempt
information under Section 31(1)(a) of the Freedom of Information Act in that disclosure of that
information would be likely to prejudice the prevention or detection of crime.


Also Section 38 - Health and Safety - Information where disclosure of information would or would
be likely to endanger 1.1 The physical or mental health of an individual and 1.2 The safety of an
individual


The exemption afforded by Section 31(1)(a) and Section 38 is subject to what is known as the
‘public interest test’.  When applying the test in a particular case a public authority is deciding
whether the public interest is better served by non-disclosure than by disclosure. 


Although the Freedom of Information Act does not define ‘in the public interest’, there is a
presumption under Freedom of Information that openness is in the public interest.   In applying the
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public interest test a public authority will take into account the distinction that has been often made
by courts between things that are in the public interest, and things that merely interest the public. 
Where applicants have not identified public interest considerations succinctly or accurately, the
public authority has a responsibility under the Act to make their own assessment of the public
interest considerations in the particular case.


We have identified the following public interest factors that may be seen as encouraging the
disclosure of information:


A)      furtherance of understanding and participation in the public debate of issues of the day


B)      promotion of accountability and transparency by public authorities in the decision they
make and the spending of public money


C)      allowing individuals and companies to better understand decisions made by public
authorities which affect their lives


D)      bringing to light information affecting public health and safety


We consider these factors to be generally of limited or no relevance in relation to the information in
question.


We believe that there is no evidence that disclosure would bring any significant proportion of empty
buildings back into use.  In this respect we would point out that we consider that any disclosure
would take no account of the reasons such properties are empty.


Public interest factors seen as encouraging non-disclosure are, generally, the exemptions
themselves.   In consideration of this matter we came to the following conclusions:


A)      that there is no evidence of a wider public (rather than individual) interest in disclosure


B)      to protect vulnerable individuals being housed


C)  to protect the safety of an individual


D)  to protect information that would make a public authority more vulnerable to crime


E)      that the nature of such prejudice is real and substantial and that there is a real and
significant risk of such prejudice


F) that the motives behind the request (albeit not provided to us) have no relevance since
disclosure would mean the information would be in the public domain


In weighing the factors for and against disclosure we have concluded that the likely benefit to the
applicant and the wider public of disclosure is outweighed by the likely prejudice caused by such
disclosure and that therefore the public interest is better served by non-disclosure.


If it is not possible to provide the information requested due to the information exceeding the cost
of compliance limits identified in Section 12, please provide advice and assistance, under your
Section 16 obligations, as to how I can refine my request to be included in the scope of the Act.


In any case, if you can identify ways that my request could be refined please provide further advice
and assistance to indicate this.


End of Request for Information





